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Submission Summary
We are pleased to have the opportunity to make a submission to this important inquiry, and we are willing to attend
a meeting of the Committee to expand on our submission and answer questions as required.
Our submission is in four parts and we urge the Committee to consider all aspects and details of each part.
These parts are:
1. This summary with recommendations.
2. Appendix 1. Containing a short biography of each person contributing to this submission.
3. Appendix 2. Containing a summary of the development of “the Victoria Model” of road safety management and
the success it achieved in terms of dramatic reductions in road crashes, deaths and serious injuries, as well as some
concerns regarding current management arrangements.
4. Appendix 3. Containing more detailed data and analyses relevant to each of the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference,
leading to the conclusions and recommendations in this summary.
We are making this submission having collectively over 45 years experience in the management of road safety
programs and in the provision of advice to governments including the Victorian Government. We are concerned that
Victoria may be entering a period of increasing road trauma unless significant action is taken to intervene. The
conclusions reached are ours alone and we do not represent any organization in the preparation of or in making this
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submission.
The details of appendices 2 and 3 lead us to the conclusions that:
1. Road safety management in Victoria should be improved and strengthened, despite the existence of a road safety
strategy. We have no sense of a coherent statewide operational focus involving effective organizational partnerships
between government entities nor with key community groups, private or public.
Management is one of the pillars of the Safe Systems approach and it needs strengthening. Victoria has traditionally
operated powerfully effective road safety management and governance arrangements that have been recognised
worldwide for many years. It is critical that this effectiveness of management be continued or re‐established, given
recent substantial organisational changes. The road safety governance arrangements between the departments and
between relevant ministers, and effective consultation arrangements with other stakeholders are critical to
supporting Victoria’s performance.
Appendix 2 attached to this submission contains a description of the background to the former “Victorian Model”
and why it was established and how it worked. There is no evidence that Victorian citizens of all ages are currently
subject to coherent, consistent and comprehensive road safety messages and activity from various sources, and
without this it is likely that the Victorian Road toll will increase in the next few years. (Some readers could at this
point be of the opinion that David Anderson and Eric Howard are simply former executives who yearn for “the good
old days”. Such readers are entitled to their (incorrect) opinions, however we are interested only, as always, in
safety outcomes, and respect the right of governments to make changes as they see fit. In this submission we are
providing evidence from our real experience in working with others such as the Vic Police and the TAC to save
hundreds or Victorian families the horror of loved ones suffering violent death or injury).
2. Road user compliance programs in Victoria represent good international practice in aggregate and in comparison
with other OECD countries. Nevertheless, drug driving is an area where greater incidence of presence in drivers
involved in fatal crashes is evident, and greater enforcement, based on evidence of effectiveness is required.
Research showed that in the 1990s it took about 1 million RBTs per annum together with hard‐hitting advertising to
have any effect on community attitudes to drink driving. Current research recommends at least 1 test per driver per
annum, or about 4 million per annum, to have a significant effect. We are about 30% short of this for alcohol testing
and doing only a very small fraction of this for drug testing.
3. Driver distraction is an area to be closely monitored with a major NSW trial likely to provide useful evidence.
4. Learner /Novice driver programs are good practice by international standards.
5. Vehicle safety standards are improving and approaching levels available in much of Europe. However more action
is needed to discourage 2 to 3‐star vehicles entering the Australian market and to strengthen the underlying safety
levels of 5‐star ANCAP rated vehicles.
6. Infrastructure safety levels in Victoria are generally deficient in comparison with most OECD countries. This
probably reflects the large Victorian road network per head of population, and inappropriately high permitted
operating speeds. Targeted safety investment should be further expanded through such programs as the TAC
investment in improved safety, to reduce fatalities and serious injuries on higher volume high economic importance
routes, otherwise speed limits must be addressed.
7. Speed Limits: Many countries have non‐motorway rural road speed limits between 70 to 90 km/h. This compares
to Victoria’s limits of 100 km/h, including for unsealed roads, which is inappropriate from a safety perspective.
Change would bring substantial benefits in reduced fatalities and serious injuries. (See Appendix 2, Annex B for
details)

Recommendations
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We recommend that:
1. Victoria’s road safety management be greatly strengthened by ensuring that there is a strong Ministerial Council,
a senior executive planning and management group, a broad based road user and local government
advisory/management group, all monitoring performance frequently, and working to an issues focused calendar of
operations. Real partnerships with significant authority to do things must be established. This can achieve “lowest in
the World” (by OECD measures) levels of fatality and serious injury rates within a few years. This means halving the
current Victorian road toll.
2. increased random breath testing (an additional 30% per annum) and at least a 10 fold increase in drug testing be
undertaken, by providing additional traffic police resources (trained people and efficient equipment).
3. if a Zero fatalities goal to be achieved by 2050 it will be necessary to:
‐ introduce a 0.02 BAC limit to apply to all drivers in the years ahead, if vehicle based technologies cannot be relied
upon to achieve universal prevention of drink driving by that time, and in the meantime
‐ introduce a 0.02 BAC limit to apply in perpetuity to all repeat drink drivers through interlock requirements, and
‐ establish as a public health program, case management of multiple offending drink drivers to address their alcohol
addiction
4. the current New South Wales implementation of camera technology to detect hand held use of mobile devices be
monitored closely by the Victorian authorities and implemented quickly if shown to be an effective deterrent
5. infrastructure safety investment be further expanded through such programs as the TAC investment in improved
safety, to reduce fatalities and serious injuries on higher volume high economic importance routes, otherwise
Victoria’s relatively high speed limits (by OECD standards) must be addressed.
‐‐
File1: 5e315ca5a0b04‐Appendix 1‐ Biographies.doc
File2: 5e315ca5a829e‐Appendix 2‐ Victorian road safety management history.doc
File3: 5e315ca5a88d0‐Appendix 3 ‐ Basis of Submission to PC.doc
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Economy and Infrastructure Committee
Inquiry into the Increase in Victoria’s Road Toll in 2019
APPENDIX 1
Biographies of the authors of this submission to the Inquiry.
David Anderson, PSM, MBA, MSc (Transportation), BCE, Dip CE, FIEAust
David has over 40 years experience in Transport Engineering, Management and Consulting in
Australia and a number of other countries. He is well known in Australia as a former Chief Executive
of the Roads Corporation of Victoria (VicRoads) from 2001 – 2006, and Chairman of the National
Transport Commission from 2013 to 2017. He was for many years, very active in AUSTROADS,
developing and promoting national technical policies, strategies and operational procedures aimed
at improving the efficiency of Australia’s Transport System.
From 2007 (since its inception) he has chaired the Performance Based Standards (PBS) Review
Panel, and in doing so has reviewed and supported over 2,000 design applications for more than
10,000 innovative PBS heavy vehicles. An independent review by the insurance industry shows that
the major-crash involvement rate of PBS vehicles is 46 per cent lower per kilometre travelled than
for comparable freight vehicles.
Other (past) roles






Development of road safety coordination arrangements between VicRoads, VicPol, the TAC
and other organisations for which he was awarded the Public Service Medal in 2000.
Chairman of the Centre for Pavement Engineering Education.
Adviser to the East Timor Government on infrastructure planning.
Australia’s First delegate to the World Road Association.
Adviser to the US Federal Highway Administration on overcoming institutional barriers
between US states and the Federal Government, and on road safety policies.

Eric Howard, AM, B Eng (Civil), Company Director’s Diploma, MACRS
Eric is Principal of Whiting Moyne, a Strategic Road Safety Advisory Consultancy operating
internationally since 2006, when he completed 7 years as General Manager Road Safety with
VicRoads. Eric has assessed and recommended strengthening of road safety management
capacity within government, the development of practical, effective road safety policies and
strategies and provided road safety advice in more than 35 countries, both developed and
developing, including Sweden, Canada, Australian States, New Zealand, Serbia, Argentina, China,
India, Qatar and Indonesia, for governments, the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, AusAID,
WHO and other international institutions. He continues to provide road safety development
guidance and training to a number of countries.
Eric was responsible through Vicroads for introduction of the “Safe System” approach to road safety
in Victoria and Australia in 2004.
Prior to appointment as General Manager Road Safety with Vicroads, Eric was the inaugural Chief
Executive of the Shire of Yarra Ranges following Local Government amalgamations in 1994; Deputy
Chief Executive (Acting Chief Executive for most of 1990) and General Manager Operations/ City
Engineer, City of Melbourne from 1985; Deputy Shire Engineer within Victorian local governments
from 1974 and from 1970 practiced with consulting engineering companies in Victoria.
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Eric was recognised with the Award of Member of the Order of Australia (AM) in 2018 for his
significant service to road transport safety through consultancy roles, to professional bodies, and to
the community
Other roles:
 Facilitator for the Monash Road Safety Management Leadership Program, a one week high
level course for Australasian and international senior road safety executives conducted twice
each year by Monash University Accident Research Centre since 2014.
 Chair of the OECD/ ITF Committee which prepared the “Towards Zero: Ambitious Road
Safety Targets and the Safe System Approach” Report published in 2008 and Australian
representative on OECD/ ITF Expert Groups which compiled Reports on ‘Speed
Management’, published in 2006 and on ‘Ageing and Transport - Mobility Needs and Safety
Issues’, published in 2002 and Chair of an Injury Insurance Roundtable convened by OECD/
ITF in 2011.
 One of three authors for the PIARC Road Safety Manual, published in 2015 and author of
the PIARC “Comparison of National Road Safety Policies and Plans”, published in 2012 and
lead Author of the Global Road Safety Partnership/ WHO Guide to Speed Management
published in 2008
 Lead author of the Report on Effectiveness of Drink Driving Countermeasures: National
Policy Framework to be published shortly by Austroads
 Member of the Advisory Group for the Global Road Safety Facility (World Bank) reviewing
annual road safety project grant applications since 2018
 Deputy Chair of the Victorian Young Driver Task Force for review and update of pre learner
driver training and delivery of the Road to Zero Experience at the Melbourne Museum (2015
to 2018), Chair of the NSW Young Driver Task Force (2012 to 2014) established to review
the learner experience requirements and Chair of the NSW Older Driver Working Group
(2013 to 2014) which reviewed older driver crash risk and recommended measures to
government
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a. historically the Victorian Parliament had adopted a bi-partisan approach, almost all proposed legislation was being passed with
virtually no opposition.
b. there was adequate knowledge of causes and probable solutions, and that road safety could and needed to be managed in an
organized and relentless manner. For example research had shown that the community did not start to accept random breath
testing and the need to avoid drink-driving until a threshold of approximately 1 miilion tests per annum had been achieved. Of
course many more than this were required to effect a significant reduction in alcohol related crashes.
c. solutions needed to be put in place with a strong operational focus by skilled, experienced and practical professionals, without
trying to do everything at once.
d. there had to be real cooperation, working to one operational plan by key agencies and by Ministers
e. there had to be an unselfish, even generous, sharing of resources
f. there was no room for spin, or amateur bureaucrats, but where necessary hard hitting honest and informed advice to both the
Government and through the media to the wider community.
g. there could not be a “top dog” – the operation plan had to be bigger than the individual, with no competing agendas
h. that meant joint decision-making (unanimous or nothing) including joint agreement on research and evaluation priorities and
interpretation
i. operational reviews and reporting should be to a Ministerial Council with power to make immediate decisions/endorsements

In summary the conclusions from the workshop were as follows:

In the next three years Victorian road deaths per annum reduced by 48.8%. Why???

The Vicroads and TAC directors responsible for safety and the Assistant Commission (Traffic) went to a monastery (in fact also a conference
centre) and in a few days, after some very heated arguments, realized that they weren’t in competition, that they controlled significant
resources between them, and that if they worked together they could manage safety initiatives much more effectively.

The Government turned to the 3 statutory authorities responsible for road safety initiatives, Vicroads, the Victoria Police and the Transport
Accident Commission, requesting urgent advice and action.

By the end of 1989 the Government had had enough: 88 deaths on Victoria’s roads in that October and 776 for the year, were the straws that
broke the camel’s back.

APPENDIX 2
Background to Road Safety Management in Victoria

Parliament of Victoria
Economy and Infrastructure Committee
Inquiry into the Increase in Victoria’s Road Toll in 2019
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The Road Safety Ministerial Council was very important. Consisting of the ministers responsible for the three statutory agencies, it met
frequently, the Chair rotating each time (no chief – the strategy and Plan being bigger than the individual). It considered trends in fatalities and
injuries, requested advice on variations from the operational and outcome performance targets, on many occasions sought to supply resources
where there were specific needs, and worked to develop proposals for changes to legislation where necessary.

Independent evaluation showed that tor every public dollar invested in the program, the Government/community received a $7 pay back in
reduced health and trauma costs.

The messages reaching the Victoria community were therefore consistent and coming from many sources. The aim was that every member of
every family, whether a parent or child, received compatible information and advice as to how to keep safe.

In a short time many other organizations joined a formal road safety advisory and implementation group, working to the same calendar. This
group included the RACV, Bicycle Victoria, the Motorcycle Riders Association, the Victorian Farmers Federation, the Municipal Association of
Victoria, the Victorian Transport Association, the Law Institute, the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons, Monash University Accident
Research Centre, and several others. The emphasis was on knowledge, and the sharing of skilled resources. Groups helped each other where
they could, and no single entity took the credit for the improvements gained each year.

The Police formed a 60 person task force that was able to shift its emphasis to the specified issue at hand. TAC flooded the media with hard
hitting advertisements on the same issue at the same time. Vicroads assisted the Police by managing traffic on busy roads where BAC
programs were being conducted and used its trained teachers in regions to focus on the current calendar issue in school programs. Funding
through Vicroads budget to Community Road Safety Councils also required emphasis on the calendar and its current issues.

The strategy document was accompanied by a 13 month rolling calendar containing initiatives relating to issues such as speed, drink driving,
motorcycle safety, seat belt wearing, and the like. For 2 weeks at a time the calendar and agencies focused on one of these issues, then
moved to the next, and so on. For example, the calendar focused on drink driving for 2 weeks during the Spring Racing Carnival and another
two leading up to and during the AFL finals series, on motorcycle safety during the known critical periods either side of Winter etc. Speed and
alcohol programs alternated during major holiday times. The calendar could not be amended without unanimous agreement, and consequently
provided adequate time for operational planning.

The Victorian Government approved the strategy without amendment.

Subsequently, a road safety strategy was prepared. The draft strategy was finalized by the CEOs/Deputy Commissioner and Directors of Road
Safety from Vicroads, the Transport Accident Commission and the Victoria Police. It focused not only on road safety initiatives, but also on
management arrangements, including Ministerial leadership. The work was completed in an upstairs room of a Chinese restaurant. The
significance of the venue was that the six executives could work at a round table, reinforcing the “no chiefs – equal partners” philosophy. They
modified the text and the action plans through consensus and in their own hands.
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The Committee may wish to explore these issues further, and also examine to what extent there is still broader community organisation
involvement and participation in the State’s road safety management.

We reiterate our views and experience that there cannot be one entity in charge of road safety, and that a partnership aligned completely to an
agreed plan and operated in concert by the most senior of officers is by far the best way forward. We hope that Victoria will not return to a
significantly increased road toll because of the decisions that appear to have been made, and if the trend continues we hope that those
responsible will have the courage to revisit those decisions.

It would appear that the Government has moved back to the pre-1989 model by appointing a person who is supposed to coordinate road safety
activity. Unfortunately, even though we have worked with that person and have no negative comments regarding her integrity or intentions, we
believe that the model won’t work in that:
 Victoria Police have to retain authority for the use of its resources
 The TAC Board has to remain responsible for the operations of that authority, and
 There is no clear responsibility for the application of operational resources within the road safety part which appears to be a policy area,
or other parts of the Department of Transport.

This final assertion results from our observation of TAC advertising frequency and multi issue advertising on the same day, our understanding
of significant changes that have been made to the structure, knowledge, responsibilities and authority of management, and the competing
demands on Police resources. We also note the inclusion of speed as a selling point in several motor vehicle brands’ advertising. In the past all
of the agencies challenged this with the advertising standards regulators and such advertisements were modified or withdrawn on occasions.

Conclusions

This multi level system of governance became know as the Victorian Model, and has since been piloted in many countries throughout the
World. This work is still progressing, except perhaps here in Victoria.
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APPENDIX 3
Detailed data and analyses relevant to each of the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference, leading to the
conclusions and recommendations in our summary.

RESPONSES TO THE INQUIRY TERMS OF REFERENCE ARE AS FOLLOWS:
An examination of the —
(1) current Victorian Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020 and progress towards its

aim of a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities with 200 or less lives lost annually by 2020;
Progress in reducing the level of fatalities and serious injuries has been disrupted by the 2019
experience.
The safe system approach is strongly endorsed.
It is a (i) vision (towards zero), (ii) a set of principles, (Drivers make mistakes, there are limits to
survivability of the human body in crashes, responsibility to reduce serious casualties is shared
between road users and road safety providers/ agencies, safety should be built into the road system
proactively rather than reactively and incrementally adjusting to system failures and improved safety
should be aligned with achieving other sustainable development goals to secure environmental,
energy and health co-benefits) and (iii) a set of six pillars which are areas for activity to contribute
individually and in concert between pillars to deliver reduced fatalities and serious injuries.
It is important that key decision makers (including Parliamentarians) have a sound awareness of the
safe system principles and the role each pillar can play in reducing fatalities and serious injuries.
Safe System Pillars

The safe system Elements or Pillars
UN Decade of Action
- 6 pillars adoption

Speeds

Safe Vehicles

10

Pillar 6: Post Crash Response
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The 6 key safe system pillars are:
Road safety management – needs review and strengthening across the government partners - and
with other stakeholders.
Safer roads - Increased investment in measures to reduce fatal crash outcomes from head on,
intersection (side impact), run off road, and pedestrian crashes is required on higher volume roads.
Low cost measures (linemarking, signage, and more) can assist marginal safety improvement in low
volume roads.
Safer speed limits are required to support fatal crash risk reduction and which respond to the actual
infrastructure safety level of a length of road and accepts that lower volume roads are unlikely to
attract infrastructure safety investment. This initiative in concert with infrastructure safety assessment
of the network and development of a long term feasible safety investment plan are key actions which
require immediate and expanded application. (See Figure 2A)
Safer road use with a priority focus on
(i) adequate random breath testing (sufficient funding made available to police to conduct tests
at the intensity recommended by the Australian research),
(ii) additional funding made available to Police for substantially expanded random and targeted
roadside drug testing,
(iii) a major expansion in speed compliance monitoring on rural roads with point to point camera
technology and mobile camera systems deployment
(iv) introduction of enforcement technology to deter distraction from mobile device use in vehicles
(v) new policy to be introduced for 0.02 BAC limits for all drivers and for case management of
multiple offending drink drivers to address their alcohol addiction as a public health
program
Safer vehicles
Promoting safer used vehicles to the public noting that a driver in the worst rated vehicle in this year’s
MUARC Used Car Safety Ratings is ten times more likely to be killed or seriously injured in a crash
than a driver in a vehicle available in the safest category.
Post-crash care:
Victoria has high quality post-crash care and support for further enhancements of the trauma
management system especially retrieval of crash victims from the roadside would assist reductions in
fatalities and levels of very serious injury
(2) adequacy and scope of the current driver drug and alcohol testing regime;
New Alcohol policy recommendations – Given the Zero fatalities goal to be achieved by 2050 it will be
necessary to:
-

introduce a 0.02 BAC limit to apply to all drivers in the years ahead, if vehicle based technologies
cannot be relied upon to achieve universal prevention of drink driving by that time, and

-

introduce a 0.02 BAC limit to apply in perpetuity to all repeat drink drivers through interlock
requirements

-

case management of multiple offending drink drivers to address their alcohol addiction to be
introduced as a public health program
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Alcohol testing: Sufficient funding to be made available to police to conduct RBT’s at the intensity
recommended by Australian research of at least one test per licensed driver and rider. (New South
Wales are implementing more than 1 test per driver in 2020)
Vehicle features to reduce drink driving: The development of passive alcohol sensors and driver
impairment systems that prevent drivers who are affected by alcohol to either start a car or to drive
while impaired has the potential to have very significant road safety benefits if these features become
widely available across the Victorian fleet. Governments across Australia need to actively pursue the
availability of these features in new vehicles with vehicle suppliers, promote their benefits to the public
and require their installation in their new vehicles.
Drug Testing: Drug driving is an area where greater incidence of presence in drivers involved in fatal
crashes has been detected in recent years in Victoria with presence it is understood at around twice
the level of alcohol impairment. Urgent legislative and enforcement strategies are called for in
response. It is likely that testing needs to be substantially expanded from proposed 2020 levels and
targeted appropriately based on the best available research and evidence

(3) adequacy of current speed enforcement measures and speed management policies;
Speed limits are not appropriate on many Victorian roads given the safety quality of the road
infrastructure.
Speed limits in concert with infrastructure safety features should support survivable serious crash
outcomes (discussed later in (6). adequacy of current road standards)
Major urban serious crash types include pedestrian, run off road, head on, and intersection (side
impact) crashes. Crash survivability in a particular vehicle depends upon the speed of travel for the
infrastructure safety features in place
For urban areas with substantial pedestrian activity including the downtown sections of country towns,
councils should be able to introduce speed limits of 30 km/h.
Outer urban arterials in metropolitan Melbourne should have speed limits not greater than 60 km/h to
improve survivability of (i) side impacts at the numerous T intersection locations which are
uncontrolled by signals or roundabouts, (ii) head on crashes and (iii) run off road crashes

Major Crash Types in Regional Victoria and in metropolitan Melbourne - to identify priority crash types
for action with infrastructure safety treatments and/ or speed limit review
Figure 1A. Metropolitan Melbourne: 119 fatalities in 2019 allocated by crash type
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Crash type

No. of

% by crash type within

Fatalities

the 119 metropolitan
fatalities

Adjacent Direction (intersection)

14

12%

Opposing direction (head – on)

23

19%

Pedestrian

31

26%

Passenger/ misc

4

3%

Run off road - straight

17

Run off road - curve

6

19%

Same direction

11

9%

Overtaking

7

6%

manoeuvring

3

2%

on road

2

2%

unknown

1

1%

Summary: Of all Metropolitan Melbourne fatalities in 2019
 26% were from pedestrian crashes
 19% were from head on crashes
 19% were from run off road crashes
 12% were from adjacent direction (intersection) crashes
Figure 2A. Rural Victoria: 149 fatalities in 2019 allocated by crash type
Crash type

No. of

% by crash type within

Fatalities

the 149 regional fatalities

Adjacent Direction (intersection)

16

11%

Opposing direction (head – on)

29

20%

Pedestrian

14

9%

Passenger/ misc

4

3%

Run off road - straight

41

Run off road - curve

26

45%

Same direction

9

6%

Overtaking

3

2%

manoeuvring

3

2%

on road

2

1%

unknown

2

1%

Summary: Of all Regional Victoria fatalities in 2019
 45% were from run off road crashes
 20% were from head on crashes
 11% were adjacent direction (intersection) crashes
 9% were pedestrian crashes
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Available likely funding levels for infrastructure safety upgrades will not extend to many roads other
than-higher volume higher economic benefit roads (ie, state highways in rural areas). The safety
rating levels of most other rural roads do not support a speed limit greater than 80km/h in order to
realise survivable outcomes from many crashes. Absence of lower cost roundabout treatments at
rural intersections is a particular high risk factor risk on rural Victorian roads
Speed compliance: A major expansion in speed compliance monitoring on rural roads and outer
metropolitan roads is necessary through investment in point to point camera technology and
increased mobile camera systems deployment

Figure 3A. Examples of Victorian rural roads of varying inherent safety levels – with the same speed
limit

(4) adequacy of current response to smart phone use, including the use of technology to
reduce the impact of smart phone use on driver distraction;
Distraction is a known road safety risk factor and the current New South Wales implementation of
camera technology to detect hand held use of mobile devices will be instructive and should be
monitored closely by the Victorian authorities and implemented quickly if shown to be an effective
deterrent
(5) measures to improve the affordability of newer vehicles incorporating driver assist
technologies;
Policies to purchase safer vehicles (5 star) should be adopted by public and private sector
organisations to improve the availability of safer vehicles in the Victorian/ Australian fleet
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.(6) adequacy of current road standards and the road asset maintenance regime;
Asset maintenance has a small but limited relationship to infrastructure safety levels. However, poor
infrastructure safety levels on higher volume roads require early investment for retrofitting measures
to improve the safety (not necessarily the asset quality – smoothness of ride, increased travel speed)
of the road length.
Australian roads are of generally poorer safety quality compared to other OECD countries and usually
higher speed limits apply in this country for roads of equivalent safety levels in those countries.
Existing travel speed and infrastructure safety quality are in effect two sides of one coin and both
need to be assessed in evaluating the crash risk on a road length.
Investing to improve road crash risk and or lowering speed limits
The graphic below is indicative of the relative Killed and Serious Injury (KSI) Cost per kilometre of
vehicle travel incurred on roads of various safety quality, from some 19 cents per km of travel on one
star roads to 0.01 cent per km of travel for five star roads. Crash Costs would be halved for each
improvement in star rating of a length of road. These are derived from International Road
Assessment Program (iRAP) surveys and analyses which assess crash risk on a length of road based
on its inherent physical characteristics and abutting conditions.

Figure 4A. Reducing road crash risk
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The effects of potential travel speed reductions are also significant. A 10 km/h travel speed reduction
will substantially reduce fatal crashes1. The reductions would be similar in scale to the reduction in
crashes which would result from investing in a two star to three star infrastructure safety improvement.
This is an important safety option where investment will not be available to improve infrastructure
safety on certain roads for many years.
Figure 5A. Victorian Major Highway network safety ratings 2013

While five star RAP safety ratings are desirable, much of the Victorian major State Highway network
in 2013 was two to three stars. TAC funded safety investments will have improved this situation but
much remains to be done to lift the overall safety levels of these key components of the network to a
five star rating
(7) adequacy of driver training programs and related funding structures such as the L2P program;
The L2P program has been a successful Australian leading initiative in providing access to gaining
120 hours of supervised experience. Other States have struggled to require 120 hours of practice with
a key factor being unavailability of access to parental supervisors, such as those young people who
have moved to the City. It should be continued and strengthened.
Victoria’s Graduated Licensing System is good international practice. However the proportion of
drivers aged 22 – 26 years involved in fatal crashes with a BAC greater than 0.05 was much higher
than the average for older age groups at the time of introduction of the expanded GLS in 2007. This
warrants examination for potential extension of the GLS zero BAC limit to 26 years of age if the
evidence supports this and if a widespread 0.02 BAC limit is not introduced in the immediate future.

1

OECD/ ITF Speed, Speeding And Crashes: Theory And Evidence, 2016, Table 2.4. Indicative expected change in crash
frequency following a 5 km/h reduction in average speed on a road for different crash severities according to an exponential
model.
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and (8) adequacy and accuracy of road collision data collection.
Data should be comprehensive and extend beyond crash data to enable enforcement effort, offence
data for drink driving, drug driving and speed compliance and impairment level data for those involved
in road crashes to be readily available to the road safety partners, The Victorian Crash data system
should – within privacy limitations, reflect accurate fatal and serious injury data, be readily available to
all Authorities and a cut down version should be available on line to the public.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
Figure 6A. Road Safety Performance and Safe System elements Implementation in Victoria – A
Scorecard comparing Victoria and OECD good practice countries
CATEGORY

LEVEL OF PRACTICE
OECD
Victorian
Practice
Practice

SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Fatality rates per vehicle
Fatality rates per population
SAFE SYSTEM ELEMENT
Road Safety Management
Safer Road Users
Breadth and depth of
Legislation/ Enforcement
- Deterrence - programs
Learner/ Novice driver
programs
Safer Vehicles
Safety standards
Safety technology in
vehicles
Safe roads: Infrastructure safety standards
Safe Speeds: Safe limits

AREAS FOR MAJOR
RELATIVE
IMPROVEMENT IN
VICTORIA

**

**
**
****
****

Good practice/ outcomes
Fair practice/ outcomes
Poor practice/ outcomes

Road Safety Management Activity
Victoria has traditionally operated powerfully effective road safety management and governance
arrangements which have been recognised worldwide for many years. As noted earlier it is critical this
is continued, given recent substantial organisational changes The Road safety governance
arrangements between the Departments and between relevant Ministers and effective consultation
arrangements with other stakeholders are critical to supporting Victoria’s performance.
Road user compliance programs in Victoria are good international practice in aggregate and in
comparison with other OECD countries.
Drug driving is an area where greater incidence of presence in drivers involved in fatal crashes is
evident and greater enforcement based on evidence of effectiveness is required
Driver distraction is an area to be closely monitored with the NSW trial likely to provide useful
evidence
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Learner /Novice driver programs are good practice
Vehicle safety standards are improving and approaching levels available in much of Europe.
However more action is needed to discourage 2 to 3 star vehicles entering the Australian market and
to strengthen the underlying safety levels of 5 star ANCAP rated vehicles
Infrastructure safety levels are generally deficient in comparison with most OECD countries reflecting
the large Victorian road network.and inappropriately high permitted operating speeds. Targeted safety
investment should be further expanded through the TAC investment in improved safety to reduce
fatalities and serious injuries on higher volume high economic importance routes
Speed Limits: See International Traffic Safety Data and Analysis Group (IRTAD)2, the permanent
working group on road safety of the ITF (International Transport Forum), based within the OECD / ITF
See Annex C, Summary of Country data from OECD Countries. (Extracts from IRTAD 2019 Annual
Report) summarised as follows:
Many countries have non-motorway rural road speed limits between 70 to 90 km/h. This compares to
Victoria’s limits of 100 km/h, including for unsealed roads, which is inappropriate. Change would bring
substantial benefits in reduced fatalities and serious injuries.
Major urban arterials with a speed limit of 80 km/h and some signalised intersections are also a
feature of Victorian networks. Limits above 70 km/h are rarely seen on roads of this type in other
OECD countries, particularly where there are traffic signals at intersections on those lengths.

2

Through its permanent working group on road safety, known as IRTAD, ITF aims to advance international
knowledge about road safety and contribute to reduce the number of traffic casualties. With 80 members
and observers from more than 40 countries, IRTAD has become a central force in the promotion of
international co-operation on road crash data and its analysis.
The basis for IRTAD’s road safety work is the International Road Traffic and Accident Database, created in
1988. The IRTAD database collects and aggregates international data on road crashes; it thereby provides
an empirical basis for international comparisons and more effective road safety policies. The database
includes validated data for 32 countries. Most of IRTAD data can be found in IRTAD's Road Safety Annual
Reports. Online access to the full IRTAD database is available for subscribers via the OECD statistics
portal.
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ANNEXES to Appendix 3:
Annex A: An indication of the effects of barrier installation along rural highways in Southern Gippsland
– trauma reduction vs increased barrier strikes

Run off road serious casualty crashes on rural arterials in southern Victoria - post barrier investment
program

Rural Roads Victoria, 2019

23

Annex B: The Safe System elements

SAFE SYSTEM – A Framework of elements
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Annex C: IRTAD/ ITF Country data from OECD Countries. Extracts from IRTAD 2019 Annual Report
Speed Limits

Australia: urban roads: 50 (default) 60‐80 (arterial roads ‐ increasing use of 40 or lower in urban
areas with high pedestrian activities); 100 – 110 rural roads; Motorways 100 default, although often
set to 110.
Belgium: 30‐50 km/h on urban roads; 70‐90 km/h on rural roads; 120 km/h on motorways
Canada: 40‐70 km/h on urban roads; 80– 90 km/h on rural roads; 100‐110 km/h on motorways
Chile: 50 km/h on urban roads (maximum default speed limit but can vary according to the type of
road); 100 km/h on rural roads; 120 km/h on motorways (maximum default speed limit)
Czech Republic: 50 km/h on urban roads; 90 km/h on rural roads; 130 km/h on motorways
Denmark: 50 km/h on urban roads; 80 km/h on rural roads; 130 km/h on motorways
Finland: 50 km/h on urban roads (sections with 30, 40 or 60 km/h); 100 km/h on rural roads (80
km/h in winter); 120 km/h on motorways (100 km/h near cities and in winter)
France: 50 km/h on urban roads; 80 km/h on rural single carriageways (90 km/h when two lanes
dedicated to the same direction); 110 km/h on dual carriageways; 130 km/h on motorways
Germany: 50 km/h on urban roads; 100 km/h on rural roads; 130 km/h on motorways
(recommended)
Ireland: 60 km/h on arterial roads; 30/50 km/h on urban roads in built up areas; 80 or 100 km/h on
rural roads; 120 km/h on motorways
Israel: 50‐70 km/h on urban roads; 80/90/100 km/h on rural roads; 100/110/120 km/h on
motorways
Italy: 50 km/h on urban roads; 70‐90 km/h on rural roads; 110‐130 km/h on motorways
Japan: 40/50/60 km/h on urban roads; 50/60 km/h on rural roads; 100 km/h on motorways
Korea: 50 km/h on urban roads; 60‐80 km/h on rural roads; 110 km/h on motorways (100 km/h in
urban areas)
Lithuania: 50 km/h on urban roads; 90 km/h on rural roads; 120‐130 km/h on motorways)
Luxembourg: 50 km/h on urban roads; 90 km/h on rural roads; 130 km/h on motorways (110 km/h
in wet weather)
Netherlands: urban roads 30/50 km/h, rural roads 60/80 km/h, motorways 100/130 km/h
New Zealand: 50 km/h on urban roads; 100 km/h on rural roads; 100 km/h on motorways
Norway: 50 km/h on urban roads (30 km/h on residential streets); 80 km/h on rural roads; 90‐110
km/h on motorways
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Spain: 50 km/h on urban roads; 90 km/h on rural roads; 120 km/h on motorways
Sweden: 30 to 50 km/h on urban roads; 60 to 100 km/h on rural roads; 110 or 120 km/h on
motorways
Switzerland: 50 km/h on urban roads; 80 km/h on rural roads; 120 km/h on motorways
UK: 30 mph on urban roads; 60 ‐ 70 mph on rural roads; 70 mph on motorways
US: vary by state; motorways 88‐129 km/h (55‐80 mph, set by each state)
Annex D: Road safety performance from 2000 to 2013 and 2013 to 2017, OECD and selected other
countries (IRTAD 2019)
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Annex E:: Analysis of OECD country performance based on progress made between 2000 and 2013
(X axis) and between 2013 and 2017 (Y axis). (IRTAD 2019)

Figure 3 positions countries based on the progress made between 2000 and 2013 (X axis) and
between 2013 and 2017 (Y axis). Three groups of countries can be distinguished, based on the
progress made in 2000-13.
(1) From 2000 to 2013. six countries recorded an annual average reduction in the number of road
deaths of 6.5% or more: France, Lithuania, Slovenia, Denmark, Portugal and Spain.
(2) Seven countries recorded an annual average reduction in the number of road deaths of less
than 4%: Chile, the United States, Israel, Canada, Australia, Finland and Serbia.
(3) All other countries recorded an annual average reduction in the number of road deaths of
between 4% and 6.5%.
From 2013 to 2017, only five countries performed better after 2013: Lithuania, Belgium and Chile
improved slightly, Norway and Luxemburg significantly. Ten countries saw increases in the number of
road deaths in 2013-17. Some of these had recorded strong reductions in the previous period.
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Annex F: Road Fatalities by OECD country (IRTAD 2019)
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